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Women in STEM Morning Tea
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By Helen Rabot

The Women in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths) Morning Tea was a celebration of International
Women's Day, an opportunity to showcase women working
in STEM, and promote the possibilities of a STEM-related
career. Female students in the Casey region were invited to
attend and have the opportunity to discuss what it’s like to
work in a STEM career over morning tea. 130 students,
teachers and invited guests were in attendance. text
Our audience was treated to a presentation from Shock
Jockey Cos Play. In full Cos Play costume, Caitlin and Ally
explained that even though female gamers make up 47% of
the gaming community they are heavily under-represented in
the gaming industry. Caitlin and Ally’s message to the girls
was “When you see sexist behavior in gaming, call it out.”
Minister for Women and Minister for Youth, Gabrielle
addressed the audience and encouraged the girls to never
see their gender as a barrier. Minister Williams was also keen
to let the students know that there is no barrier to young
women seeking a career in STEM.
Students then broke into groups to try different STEM
activities which included biohacking, design, virtual reality
and robotics. This was an opportunity to ignite young
imaginations and perhaps set them on a path to a successful
career in STEM.
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The SELLEN Annual General Meeting
will take place on Wednesday June 3 at
3.00pm.SELLEN’s strength remains in
its knowledge and networks, something
which remains the property of staff and
members and adds value purely
through people’s willingness to share in
the interests of better outcomes for
young people.SELLEN was involved in
the development and consolidation of
many new and existing programs,
initiatives and partnerships in 2019
such as YPEP,hosting events and
publishing documents.
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COVID-19 and online
learning
by Helen Rabot
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, school looked very different for
students in Term 2. School closures meant that students were
required to undertake online learning from home which was
challenging for teachers and students alike. Thanks to the
hard work and dedication of teachers students transitioned
well to this new mode of learning. To support online learning
SELLEN created online resources which included links to
online industry videos, mental health support, careers
websites and online learning websites. These were well
received by schools and the wider community services
network.

Online Mental Health Support During COVID-19 Infographic
Resources to Support Online Learning During COVID-19
Online Resources for Students, Teachers and Career Practioners
Industry Videos Online

SELLEN AWARDS
In 2019, SELLEN, in partnership with Casey Tech
established a new event to celebrate girls in STEM.
The event was supported by local businesses and gave
young women the opportunity to meet and hear from
women working in STEM.
The event was nominated for the International
Women’s Day Awards and won the award for
Best Example of Knowledge Sharing and
Engagement.

In 2019 SELLEN also became a member of the Greater
Dandenong Chamber of Commerce. This was a strategic
move to expand our employer networks, but also gave
us the opportunity to be nominated for a range of
Business Awards.
SELLEN was nominated for two awards: • Small Business
Award • Corporate Social Responsibility Award
SELLEN took out the top prize for the Corporate
Social Responsibility Award for 2019, great
recognition for its work over many years to
improve outcomes for vulnerable members of
the community

